
If called to trial in this matter, the State would call witness KCSO Inv. Tonia 

McFarland and others who would say: 

  

Noel Armenta Leyva, whose true dob is 9/6/2000, is a 2018 graduate of Gibbs 

High School, and was 18 years old on May 25, 2019.  Defendant Leyva was a standout 

athlete during his career at Gibbs High School and was teammates with Defendant 

Brooks on the football and wrestling teams.  Defendant Leyva and Brooks both won 

State Championships in their respective wrestling weight class in 2018.  Witnesses would 

testify that the victim, defendant Leyva, and codefendants Brooks and Hopson were all 

friends and had an amicable social history.  

Witnesses would testify that on May 25, 2019, Defendant Leyva organized and hosted a 

gathering of fellow high school students from the Gibbs community at his residence located at 

6803 Beeler Road, Knoxville, TN.  Defendant Leyva’s parents were out of the country.  The KCSO 

investigation revealed that a minimum of twenty-five students attended this gathering, none 

over the age of 21.  Many attendees participated in the underage consumption of alcohol, with 

the knowledge and assistance of Defendant Leyva.  

On the evening of his party, Defendant Leyva was captured on video at three separate 

occasions entering the EZStop Exxon located at 7503 Tazewell Pike Corryton, TN.  This 

combination gas station/convenience store is located exactly 2 miles from the Leyva residence.  

At 10:21:26 defendant Leyva entered and purchased 4 40oz “Steel Reserve” beers and a 24 

pack can case of Natural Light beer.  He paid in cash and produced a scannable State ID card 

that the store clerk can be seen scanning on video.  The Exxon cash register validation system 

recorded his date of birth from that scan as 10/6/97, which is over the age of 21.  At 

12:21:43am, he entered again, purchasing 2 “Four Loko Gold” 40oz beers, and two 6 packs of 

“Smirnoff Screwdriver”, again paying in cash and producing identification.  At 2:38:19am, he 

entered again, purchasing an 18 pack of “Bud Light” beer, paying in cash and producing 

identification.  

Photographs, video, and phone forensic evidence of the party would reveal that the 

victim walked to the Leyva residence with another juvenile and arrived around 10pm.  That 

phone evidence showed that at 10:06pm the victim took a posed photograph inside the 

residence depicting Defendant Leyva and two others in the main area of the residence.   No 

other persons are present.  Thirteen minutes later, defendant Leyva is entering the Exxon to 

make his first purchase.  Additional videos collected during the investigation of the evening 

reveal that the victim, who was 15 years old at the date of this offense was consuming and/or 

holding 12oz cans of Natural Light Beer, which is the exact product Leyva purchased on his 

initial trip after the victim’s arrival. 



KCSO Inv. Tonia McFarland interviewed the defendant.  Defendant Leyva told 

McFarland that 20-25 people attended his party, and that although alcohol was 

consumed, each person who consumed brought their own alcohol to the party.  Further, 

he stated he was inside when defendant Hopson came into the residence requesting 

towels because the victim had been injured outside and was bleeding from the ear.  

Defendant Leyva went outside, and assisted the victim back into his residence, taking 

him to the basement area of the home.  Defendant Leyva indicated that the group 

wanted to take him to the hospital but they needed to “clean him up” first.  Defendant 

Hopson told Defendant Leyva that Defendant Brooks had “slammed” Munday, causing 

the injury. At this time, the victim was given Ibuprofen, but was vomiting and continued 

to bleed from the ear.  Defendant Leyva indicated that the victim was still speaking but 

only in words, not complete sentences.  After he estimated the victim was in the 

basement for 30-35 minutes, Defendant Leyva then loaded/carried the victim into 

Chelsea Hopson’s awaiting vehicle, which is the last time he would see the victim alive.  

Sometime thereafter, but prior to his interview with KCSO on Sunday May 26, 

2019, defendant Leyva gathered all the alcohol and containers as well as the bloody 

towels, a bloody pillow, and the shirt defendant Brooks was wearing during the incident 

and placed them into garbage bags.  Defendant Leyva admitted to then driving and 

discarding the evidence of alcohol use and the blood evidence into a dumpster at Mr. 

Gatti’s pizza in Halls, 5.6 miles from his residence.  When confronted about why he 

disposed of the items in a dumpster of a remote business, his only explanation he would 

provide was that the dump was closed on Sunday.  KCSO did recover this evidence.  

It should go without saying that the clothing that a suspect wears during any 

criminal physical confrontation is highly probative both regarding the condition of the 

clothing (e.g. rips, tears, stains), and regarding any trace evidence left thereon (e.g. 

blood, hair, saliva, fibers etc.).  Thus, the State believes that the highly probative nature 

and value of this evidence should be obvious to any person handling it.  In conclusion, 

the State would show that the act of discarding evidence of the injury to the victim and 

the clothing worn by the codefendant further aided the codefendant in avoiding 

punishment, thereby making him an accessory after the fact.  

Consistent with the pre-plea discovery provided in the Brooks/Hopson case, the 

State provided open file discovery to Attorney Matthew Ooten, defendant Leyva’s 

counsel for his review prior to this plea.  All of these events occurred on May 25-26, 

2019 here in Knox County, TN. 


